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INTRODUCTION 
We consider systems of strictly isotropic subspaces with respect to a 
polarity in a projective space; we call such a system when partially 
ordered by inclusion a polar geometry (which we have introduced as a 
common noun for orthogonal, unitary and symplectic geometry). 
In the first chapter we deduce some properties of strictly isotropic 
subspaces. In the second we prove that the isomorphisms of one polar 
geometry onto another (i.e. applications that preserve the partial ordering) 
are the restrictions of certain projectivities. 
In the third chapter we introduce a set of axioms for polar geometry. 
In the fourth chapter, finally, we prove that every partially ordered set 
satisfying those axioms can be considered as a system of strictly isotropic 
subspaces of a projective space; in case that this projective space is 
represented by a linear space over a field of characteristic 2, we have to 
say: every abstractly defined polar geometry is part of a system of strictly 
isotropic subspaces. 
I. STRICTLY ISOTROPIC SUBSPACES 
l. Let A be a linear space over a (not necessarily commutative) 
field F. For elements of A we use Italic characters, for those ofF Greek 
ones. The elements of F are considered as left multiplicators of those of 
A ; so if A E F and x E A, then Ax E A. 
If X and Yare linear subspaces of A, we say X< Y or Y;;;.X if every 
element of X is contained in Y. 
The sum X+ Y of two subspaces X and Y is the smallest subspace of 
A containing both X and Y; in the same way we define the sum of an 
arbitrary set e of subspaces of A: L X; if e is a finite set, we 
XEEI k 
shall often write X!+ ... +Xk instead of L xi where Xl, ... , xk are 
the elements of e. i=l 
1) The preparation of this paper was supported by the Netherlands Organ-
ization for Pure Research (Z.W.O.). 
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In a similar way we denote the intersection of subspaces by 
X1 n ... n xk. 
n X or 
X EEl 
The lattice of all linear subspaces of A is a projective space denoted by 
P(A); X EP(A) will mean: X<A. 
If x E A, x # 0, the linear subspace generated by x, considered as an 
element of P(A), will be denoted by x#. 
The rank of a subspace X of A, r(X), is the maximal number of linearly 
independent elements of X. r(A) is also called the rank of P(A). 
2. If P(A) and P(B) are two projective spaces, a projectivity n of P(A) 
upon P(B) is an application with the following properties: 
(a) Every element X of P(A) has a uniquely defined image X" in P(B). 
(b) If X and Y belong to P(A), then X< Y if, and only if, X"< Y". 
(c) To every Z E P(B) there exists an X E P(A) such that X"=Z. 
Note that we write n as an exponent of the element to which it is 
applied; consequently nn' is the projectivity obtained by applying first 
n and then n'. 
It is well known that in the case r(A) > 3 n is a projectivity of P(A) 
upon itself if, and only if, it is induced by a semi-linear transformation 
n' of A, i.e. a 1- 1 transformation with the following properties: 
where n" is an automorphism of F (depending on n'). 
If n" = 1, then n' is called linear. If n is induced by a linear trans-
formation n', it is called a collineation. 
In the sequel we shall write n instead of n' and n". 
For further information about projectivities see e.g. R. BAER [1] 1 ). 
3. If P(A) and P(B) are two projective spaces, a duality o of P(A) 
upon P(B) is an application that has the following properties: 
(a') Every element X of P(A) has a uniquely defined image xo in P(B). 
(b') X< Y if, and only if, X"> Y 6• 
(c') To every Z E P(B) there exists an X E P(A) such that X 6 =Z. 
The following is known (see e.g. R. BAER [1 ], chapter IV): 
r(X 6) + r(X) = r(B). 
If A is a linear space over the field F and B over G, if furthermore 
r(A) > 3 and r(B) > 3, then there exists a duality of P(A) upon P(B) if, 
and only if, 
(1) r(A)=r(B) is finite and 
1) Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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(2) there exists an anti-isomorphism of F onto G, i.e. a 1-1 appli-
cation a satisfying 
(A+.u)"'=A'"+.u"' and 
(A.u)"'=.u"'A"' for every A and .u in F. 
If a is an anti-automorphism of F, an a-form, or semi-bilinear form, 
f over A is a function f(x, y) with the properties: 
(a) For every x andy in A, f(x, y) is a uniquely determined element of F. 
(b) f(a+b,c)=f(a,c)+f(b,c) and 
f(a, b+c)=f(a, b)+f(a, c) for every a, b and c in A. 
(c) f(Ax, y) = Af(x, y) and 
f(x, AY) = f(x, y)A"' for x, y in A and A in F. 
Two forms f and g over A and B respectively are called equivalent if 
there exists a 1 - 1 linear transformation n of A onto B such that 
f(x, y) = g(x", y"). 
If we define b by: 
x E vo if, and only if, f(x, y) = 0 for every y E V, 
then b is an autoduality of P(A) if, and only if, r(A) is finite and f is 
non-degenerate (i.e. f(x,y) = 0 for ally implies x = 0, or, which is equivalent, 
f(x, y) = 0 for all x implies y = 0); we say that f represents b. 
If r(A):;;;. 3, every auto-duality of P(A) can be represented by a semi-
bilinear form over A. 
Two forms f and g over a space A of rank > 2 represent the same 
auto-duality of P(A) if, and only if, there exists an element A*O in F 
such that 
g(x, y) = f(x, y)A for every x and y in A. 
If n is a linear transformation of A such that 
f(x", yn) = f(x, y) for every x and y, 
then n is called a unitary transformation (with respect to f). For the 
corresponding collineation n of P(A) we have: nb = bn if b is the duality 
represented by f. 
4. Let b be an auto-duality of the space P(A). 
A point X of P(A) is called anN-point if X <,X0• A subspace of A that 
contains only N-points is called an N-subspace. 
If A is an N-subspace, then b is called a null system. 
A subspace V of A is called isotropic if V n vo * 0 and strictly isotropic 
if V < va. If V n vo = 0, we say that V is non-isotropic. 
Is b is represented by the semi-bilinear form f, then x# is an N-point 
if, and only if, f(x, x) = 0. V is strictly isotropic if, and only if, f(x, y) = 0 
for all x and y E V. 
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Let f be an IX-form. Then there exists a non-isotropic N-subspace 
W#O if, and only if, IX=1 (and hence F commutative), r(W)=2k and 
there exists a basis e1, ... e2k of W such that 
f(e2i-1, e2i) = - f(e2i, e2t-1) = 1 and 
f(ei, ei) = 0 otherwise. 
Consequently an F-space A of finite rank not less than 3 possesses a null 
system if, and only if, F is commutative and the rank of A is even. This 
null system is uniquely determined. 
For the proofs we refer again to R. BAER [1], chapter IV. 
5. An auto-duality c5 with c52 = 1 is called a polarity. 
If c5 is represented by the semi-bilinear form f, it is a polarity if, and 
only if, 
or 
f(x, y)=O implies f(y, x)=O. 
It can easily be verified that null systems are polarities. 
If the polarity c5 is represented by an IX-form f, we may suppose: 
f(y, x) = f(x, y)"' for all x, y; then f is called hermitian; 
f(y, x) = - f(x, y)"' for all x, y; then f is called skew-hermitian. 
If IX= 1, we say that f is symmetric or skew-symmetric. 
Iff represents a null system, f is skew-symmetric. If the field F (over 
which A is a linear space) has characteristic # 2, the converse is also true. 
If f is hermitian or skew-hermitian, IX2 = l. 
If IX= 1, then a polarity c5 is represented either by a symmetric or by 
a skew-symmetric form. If IX# 1, then c5 may be represented by both a 
hermitian and a skew-hermitian form. 
For the proofs see e.g. R. BAER [1], Chapter IV, or J. DIEUDONNE [4], § 6. 
6. A hermitian IX-form f over an F-space A is called trace-valued if, 
for every x E A, there exists a A E F such that 
f(x, x)=A.+.I.". 
IfF has characteristic # 2, every hermitian form is trace-valued; for 
then f(x, x) = !f(x, x) + !f(x, x)". 
Suppose f and g are hermitian forms representing the same polarity; 
so g(x, y) = f(x, y)). for some fixed A# 0. Let f be an IX-form, then g is a 
{3-form where {3 is such that pl=A.-1 p,'" A. for every !-' E F. By an easy 
computation we find 
g(y, x) = (A."')-1 A. g(x, y)P. 
Because g is hermitian, A."'=). and hence A_P =A.. 
If f(x, x) = fl + fl", then 
g(x, x) = ({l + !-l")A 
=,uA+fl"A 
= flA +A· A-1fl"A 
=flA+Af3flf3 
= (flA) + (flA) 13 • 
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So we find that if f is trace valued, so is g. 
7. In the sequel we shall only consider (if the contrary 
is not explicitely mentioned) null systems and polarities 
that can be represented by a trace-valued hermitian form. 1) 
Then we have (see e.g. J. DIEUDONNE [ 4 ], § ll): 
l) If V is a strictly isotropic subspace of A, then there exists another 
strictly isotropic subspace W of the same rank such that V n W = 0. For 
any two such subspaces there exists a basis e1, ... ep of V and ep+l, ... , e2p 
of W such that f(ei, ep+J) = bii· 
2) If there exists an N-point in P(A), then there exists a basis of P(A) 
consisting of N-points only. 
3) If V and W are subspaces of A of equal rank, there exists a unitary 
(with respect to f) transformation of A that transforms V into W if, and 
only if, the restrictions off to V and W respectively are equivalent. (Theorem 
of E. Witt). 
8. As a consequence of E. Witt's theorem we have: 
If a is a polarity (satisfying the condition of 7) and V and W are two 
strictly isotropic subspaces of the same rank, then there exists a unitary 
transformation n that transforms V into W. 
Let i(a) be the maximal rank of a strictly isotropic subspace, then every 
strictly isotropic subspace is contained in a strictly isotropic subspace of 
rank i(a). Strictly isotropic subspaces of rank i(a) are called maximal. 
9. Let a be a polarity and H a non-isotropic subspace, i.e. H n H" = 0. 
For X< H we define: 
Then b is a polarity of H and called the restriction of a to H. 
LEMMA: Let U and V be disjoint maximal strictly isotropic subspaces 
with respect to a polarity a, and let H;;;, U + V. Then H is non-isotropic. 
Proof: H;;;, U implies H n H"< U". 
So U + H n H" < U" n (H + H") 
= (U +H n H")", 
1 ) Cf. II, 6. 
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i.e. U +S n sa is strictly isotropic. 
Hence S n sa< U because of the maximality of U. In the same way 
S n sa.;;;V. 
Hence S n sa< U n V = 0. 
10. PROPOSITION. Let U and V be two disjoint maximal strictly iso-
tropic subs paces with respect to a polarity a. 
To every W.;;;; U there exists one and only one subspace W 6 < V such that 
w + W6 is maximal strictly isotropic. W 6 = wa n v. 0 is a duality of u 
upon V. 
Proof: Let WI be a subspace of V such that W + Wdsstrictlyisotropic. 
Then w +WI< wan wia so that WI< wan v. 
If, on the other hand, we consider X= W +Wan V, then we have 
xa = wa n ( w + va) 
= W + Wa n Va (Dedekind's law) 
;;;;.W+Wan V 
=X, i.e. X is strictly isotropic. 
Now we shall prove that r(X)=i(a). 
First we remark that W n Va = 0, for Va cannot contain N-points that 
are not previously contained in V because of the maximality of V; hence 
Wa+ V=A. 
Now r(X)=r(W)+r(Wa n V) 
=r(W) +r(Wa) +r(V) -r(Wa + V) 
=r(A) +r(V) -r(A) 
= i(a). 
So if we take W 6 =wan V, it is the only subspace of V with the 
required properties. 
Finally we have to prove that o is a duality (see section 3): 
(a') That to every W < U its image W 6 < V is uniquely determined 
has already been proved. 
(b') WI < w2 implies 
wia> w2a· 
Hence W{ n V:> W2a n V, 
i.e. WI6 > W26• 
The converse is proved by making use of o-I. If X< V, 
xr1 = xa n U, for if W < U, 
( wa n Vt n U = ( W + Va) n U. 
= W + Va n U (Dedekind's law) 
= W, for van U =0 (see above where it has been 
proved that Van W = o for every W < U). 
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(c') If Z<, V, then we take W =Za !1 U. 
As we have seen in (b'), Wd=Z. 
11. PROPOSITION. Let U and V be disjoint strictly isotropic subspaces 
with respect to a polarity a. Then there exist disjoint maximal strictly isotropic 
subspaces A and B containing U and V respectively. 
Proof. If U or V=O, we can apply 8 and 7, 1). 
Now suppose U =1= 0 and V =1= 0. 
First we observe that 
r(U)-r(U n Va)=r(V)-r(V n Ua); 
for 
r(U n Va)-r(V n Ua)=r(U)+r(Va)-r(U + Va)-r(V n Ua) 
=r(U) +r(A)- r(V) -r(U + Va) -r((U +van 
=r(U) -r(V). 
Now we select a basis e1, ... ek of U such that e1, ... , ep (p < k) is a basis 
of U n Va. Furthermore we take a basis /1, ... , fq of V n ua. Now we 
choose vectors fq+l, ... , fz (l-q=k-p) in V such that 
f(ep+t, fq+t) = 1 and 
f(et, ft) = 0 otherwise. 
It is not hard to prove that /1, ... , h form a basis of V, taking into account 
that 
r( V) = r( U) + r( V n ua) - r( U n Va) 
=k+q-p 
=l. 
From 7, 1) it follows that there exist two disjoint maximal strictly 
isotropic subspaces A' and B' and a basis e~, ... , e;(a) of A' and f~, ... , t;(a) 
of B' such that f(e;, t;) = OtJ· 
Now we select from e~, ... , e;(a) a set of vectors e~, ... , e~ and from 
I' f' tf" f" htht 1, •.. , i(a) a se 1' ••• , 1 sue a 
f( e;, t;) = 1 if i- p = j- q > 0 and 
= 0 otherwise. 
If U' is the subspace spanned by e~, ... , e~ and V' the one spanned by 
f;, ... , 1;, then we can apply the theorem of E. Witt (7, 3)): there must 
exist a unitary transformation mapping U' on U and V' on V. Let A 
and B be the images under this transformation of A' and B' respectively; 
then they have the required properties. 
(To be continued) 
